
 

 

 

We promise to deliver you the joy and excitement 

Ski Hokkaido - 5D4N 

 

★Day 1 

Fly to New Chitose International Airport and Head for hotel in Sapporo 

downtown via VIP transfer Limousine. 

  

※ The limousine changes according to the No. of clients, Alphard or Premium 

Haice. 

Accommodation @ KEIO PLAZA HOTEL SAPPORO, which is located in the 

center of Sapporo. 

Simple Modern décor with light color arrangement bring you a feeling of luxurious 

relaxation in the room. Floating outside the window is the seasonal scenery view 

of Sapporo downtown. The atmosphere of coziness and freedom leads to a private 

time during your trip.  
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★Day 2 

Head for SAPPORO KOKUSAI SKIING RESORT in 1 hour via private transfer. 

Located within the Sapporo Jozankei Onsen, Sapporo Kokusai Skiing Resort 

attracts not only local skiers but also many repeaters from outside Hokkaido. 

Though close to the cities (within 60 drive from Sapporo) the resort has an ample 

amount of soft powder snow. It is popular with skiers as they can ski there until 

the Golden Week holiday season in May every year. 

A key attraction is the Sky Cabin gondolas each capable of carrying eight skiers 

and Marchen Daiichi lift quads each for four people. A 3.6-kilometer Rinkan 

Course-Marchen Course offers exhilarating and satisfying glade skiing in the 

wildness. It is a perfect course because even entry-level skiers can enjoy skiing 

safely. There are seven courses such as the Downhill course for advanced skiers, 

Swing course for intermediate skiers and Woody course for beginners. Each slope 

is wide and long, enabling skiers to enjoy skiing in accordance with their levels. 
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It is also highly recommended that skiers relieve their fatigue at the nearby 

Jozankei-onsen Hot Spring at the foot of the mountain on the way before 

returning home or to the city that day. 

  

Back to hotel in the evening and enjoy your night life. 

★Day 3 

Head for Sapporo Teinei Skiing Resort in 40 min via private transfer. 

In 1972, Mt. Teine was the site of the first Winter Olympic Games in Asia (XI 

Olympic Winter Games). As such, the course layout will be more than satisfy for 

visitors of both intermediate and advanced levels.  

This is a ski resort where you can enjoy powder snow with an elevation of 1023 

meters on Mt. Teine. Skiers and snowboarders can enjoy in the breathtaking 

scenery of Mt. Teine. On the left is Ishikari Bay, in the center is downtown 

Sapporo with a row of snow-capped mountains behind it, and to the right is the 

wide expanse of the Pacific Ocean bathed in sparkling sunshine. Sapporo Teine is 

separated into the Highland Zone and the Olympia Zone, and the Olympic 

cauldron stands in the Olympia Zone today exactly as it did during the games. 

Also, connecting the 2 zones is the Rainbow Course, a super long course with a 

maximum run length of an amazing 5.4 kilometers from the summit.  
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Enjoy hot stone bath & hot spring close to the Skiing resort in the evening and get 

rid of fatigue in the hot atmosphere. 

  

  

After the hot spring, get back to hotel. 
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★Day 4 

After breakfast, head for Otaru, a romantic town.  

Otaru is a small harbor city, about half an hour northwest of Sapporo by train. Its 

beautifully preserved canal area and interesting herring mansions make Otaru a 

pleasant day trip from Sapporo or a nice stop en route to or from Niseko or the 

Shakotan Peninsula.  

From the early days of Hokkaido's colonization in the late 1800s, Otaru served as 

a major trade and fishing port. It was hence chosen as the terminal station of 

Hokkaido's first railway line that connected the port with nearby Sapporo. Many 

old warehouses and former office buildings by shipping and trade companies give 

Otaru's city center a special character reminiscent of past decades. It has 

developed and prospered as "the sea entrance of Hokkaido" over the last 100 years 

and it has gained the nickname "Wall Street of the North." The glassworks shops, 

coffee shops, restaurants and shopping malls along the canal have been converted 

from stone-built or brick-built warehouses, which were used for storage in the 

days when commerce flourished and the canal was crowded with jostling barges. 

When night falls, oil lamps on the cobbled streets are lit, and the town evokes a 

gentle, nostalgic mood. 

  

  

In the afternoon, get back to downtown Sapporo and enjoy free time at Tanukikoji 

Shopping Arcade 

 

Tanukikoji is an approximately 1 km-long arcade with around 200 shops that 

runs east to west in downtown Sapporo. The roofed arcade starts at 

Nishi-1-chome and ends at Nishi-7-chome. It can be used regardless of the 
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weather. The arcade was developed during the frontier period. In 1869, when the 

Meiji government established the Hokkaido Development Commission in Sapporo, 

merchant houses and restaurants began to pop up in what is known today the 

Tanukikoji 2 and 3-chome areas. In 1873, the neighborhood became known as 

“Tanukikoji.” The arcade, which many tourists visit, features both old and new 

shops, souvenir shops, and karaoke bars. Every walk through the lively arcade 

offers a new discovery. 

 

  

Back to hotel in the evening. 

★Day 5 

Enjoy free time after breakfast. Possible to go shopping at RERA Outlet Shopping 

Mall according to flight schedule. 

Rera is a large-scale open mall that encompasses an area of 112,000 ㎡ and 

includes a parking space which can accommodate 4,800 cars. There are over 400 

brand outlets in this mall. “Rera” means “wind” in the Ainu language and 

appropriate to its name, the bright and open space reminds one of a pleasant wind 

passing through. The mall has a variety of restaurants, including Japanese, 

Western and Chinese cuisine, sweet specialty stores and also the “Chitose Ramen 

Noodles Exposition.” 

 

Fly back to your sweet home with best memories in Hokkaido. 
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Costs include (with tax) 

·Ski lift tickets（3 hours ticket at Sapporo Kokusai Skiing Resort, 4 hours ticket at 

Sapporo Teinei Skiing Resort） 

·Hotel room（TWN use） 

·Private transfer（incl. highway, parking, & driver expenses） 

·Hot springs（please prepare towels by yourself） 

·Overseas travel insurance（We will provide Overseas travel insurance in Japan 

for each client. In case of injure or desease, clients can enjoy up to 1 million free 

treatment.） 

 

Costs exclude 

Round air tickets, lunches, dinners, other expenses at Ski resorts, & personal 

expenses  Guide cost（available @ 25,000 JPY） 

 

Remarks 

·High seaason (Dec 10 – Mar 26) for the lift tickets: 300 JPY plus 

·Extra charges necessary for accomadation on Saterday or holidays 

·Transfer vehicle changes according to the No. of clients, either Alphard or 

Premium Haice 

·Our company pay for the overseas travel insurance 

 

Reference Cost 

Group of 4 clients： 128，500 JPY or up per person 

Group of 6 clients： 101,000 JPY or up per person 


